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Agenda

• Define Hazard
• Review Hazard Identification Techniques
• Review Hazard Mitigation and Elimination

• This presentation is a concise review of these topics!
What is a Hazard

A Hazard is an inherent physical or chemical characteristic that has the potential for causing harm to people, the environment, or property.


Why Have Hazards?

• Can’t we always identify processes and materials that are non-hazardous

Not exactly....
Process Property

• Sterilization

• Hold Vessel

Material Properties

• Fuel

• Radiation
Hazards are only part of the “Problem”

- A safety event causes an undesirable event when a barrier that is normally in place to control a hazard fails.
- When hazard control is lost the potential outcome of the undesirable event may be limited and recovery may be hastened by hazard mitigation.

What is the Hazard?

Hazards are only part of the “Problem”

- A failure to stop causes an automobile collision when a stop sign / attention to surroundings that is normally in place to control traffic at an intersection fails.
- When traffic at an intersection control is lost the passenger injuries of the automobile collision may be limited and recovery may be hastened by air bags and seat belts.

What is the Hazard?
Hazards are only part of the “Problem”

- An **equipment malfunction** causes an **increase in vessel pressure** when a **pressure regulator** that is normally in place to control **overpressure** fails.
- When overpressure control is lost the **vessel damage** of the increase in vessel pressure may be limited and recovery may be hastened by a **rupture disk**.

---

**Diagram:**

- Safety Event → Control → Hazardous event → Control → Potential Outcome
- Safety Event → Control → Hazardous event → Control → Potential Outcome
- Safety Event → Control → Hazardous event → Control → Potential Outcome
- Escalation → Control → Hazardous event → Control → Escalation
What are we looking at?

- **System**
  - People
  - Procedures
  - Equipment
  - Area

- **Ishikawa 6 M’s**
  - Machine (Technology)
  - Method (Process)
  - Material (Raw Materials and Information)
  - Man/Mind Power
  - Measurement
  - Milieu/Mother Nature (Environment)

---

How to Identify Hazards

- Checklist
- What if?
- HAZOP
- LOPA
- FMEA
- Fault Tree Analysis

**PHA**  
Process Hazard Analysis
Checklist

• Lists of known hazards or hazard causes
• May be used in combination with other techniques – Not scenario based
• Sample Section Headings
  – Bio-mechanical and Postural
  – Physical Environment and Workplace Design
  – Mechanical
  – Electrical
  – Chemicals and Toxicity
  – Biological and Human
  – Organizational and Procedural Arrangements
  – Psycho-social Environment and Task Design
  – Natural Environment

What if?

• Purpose is to identify all the hazards which are “inherent in the job”
• Requires multidisciplinary subject matter experts and facilitator. To ask
  – What if...?
  – Could someone...?
  – Has anyone ever...?
• Prioritize
  – Accidents, near-misses, complaints (similar or actual)
  – User and EHS staff concerns
  – Code
HAZOP—HAZard and OPerability

• Evaluates each aspect of the system to determine how it may deviate from normal (safety event or barrier) and lead to an undesirable event

• Evaluation Process:
  – select appropriate parameters which apply to the design intention.
  – apply guide words to each parameter for each section of the process
    • No or not
    • More
    • Less
    • As well as
    • Part of
    • Reverse (of intent)
    • Other than
    • Early
    • Late
    • Before
    • After

HAZOP—HAZard and OPerability

• HAZID - HAZard Identification
  – What are the possible significant deviations from each system aspect?
  – What are the feasible causes of each deviation?
  – What are the likely consequences of each deviation?

• Evaluating preventive or proactive barriers
  – It can then be decided whether existing, designed safeguards are sufficient, or whether additional actions are necessary to reduce risk to an acceptable level.
LOPA – Layer Of Protection Analysis

- Scenario Based – considers one scenario at a time
- Identify all safety events and determine the frequency of each
  - The safety event frequencies should be based on industry-accepted and standards-compliant failure rate data for each device, system, or human.
- Determine the consequence of the hazard scenario – Safety, Environmental, Economic

LOPA – Layer Of Protection Analysis

- Use a risk matrix to determine if risk of scenario occurring must be reduced. If so, add IPL(s).
- IPL - Independent Protection Layer - capable of detecting and preventing or mitigating the consequences of the safety event.
- PFD - Probability to Fail on Demand = SIL - Safety Integrity Level\(^1\). Will the IPL work?

1. SIL serves as the benchmark for Safety Instrumented System design, operation, and maintenance according to ANSI/ISA 84.01-1996 (2) and IEC 61511 (3).
FMEA - Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

- For each process input, determine the ways in which the input can go wrong (failure mode).
  - A failure mode is the failure state of the system or component
  - Examples of failure modes are fail to start, fail to open, fail to shutdown
- For each failure mode, determine effects. Select a severity level for each effect.
- Identify potential causes of each failure mode. Select an occurrence level for each cause.
- List current controls for each cause. Select a detection level for each cause.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process step</th>
<th>Potential failure mode</th>
<th>Potential failure effects</th>
<th>SEV</th>
<th>Potential causes</th>
<th>OCC</th>
<th>Current process controls</th>
<th>DET</th>
<th>RPN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the step?</td>
<td>In what ways can the step go wrong?</td>
<td>What is the impact on the customer if the failure mode is not prevented or corrected?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>What causes the step to go wrong? (i.e., How could the failure mode occur?)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>What are the existing controls that either prevent the failure mode from occurring or detect it should it occur?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FMEA - Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

- **Steps:**
  - An undesired event is defined
  - The event is resolved into its immediate causes
  - This resolution of events continues until basic causes are identified
  - A logical diagram called a fault tree is constructed showing the logical event relationships
Fault Tree Analysis

Options for Eliminating Reducing and Controlling Hazards

- Procedural
  - use operating procedures, safety rules and procedures, operator training, emergency response procedures, and management systems to manage risk.
- Active
  - manage risk using process control systems, SIS, mitigation systems, and other active systems.
- Passive
  - minimize hazards using process or equipment design that reduce the likelihood /consequence of an incident without the active functioning of any device.
- Inherent
  - eliminate hazards by a shift to nonhazardous or much less hazardous materials and conditions.
**ISD - Inherently Safer Design**

• The most effective approach to process risk management is the elimination of hazards where feasible rather than relying on safety systems and procedures to manage risk.


---

**Inherently Safer**

• Substitute
  – use less-hazardous materials, chemistry, and processes.

• Minimize
  – use small quantities of hazardous materials; reduce the size of equipment operating under hazardous condition such as high temperature or pressure.

• Moderate
  – reduce hazards by dilution, refrigeration, or process alternatives that operate at less-hazardous conditions.

• Simplify
  – eliminate unnecessary complexity.
Eliminating Reducing and Controlling Hazards in your Process

- Conceptual Design
- Front End Engineering
- Detailed Design
- Procurement/Construction
- Operating Process
- Shutdown

- Eraser
- Paper Shredder
- Big Paper Shredder
- Bank Loan/Sledgehammer
- Backhoe
- Backhoe

Not always a Best Option

- Intensify Other Hazards
- Create new Hazards
- May shift hazards from plant to environment
- Design decisions must consider all process hazards
Hazard Reduction Drivers

• Cost Savings
  – Less protective equipment required.
  – Less training
  – Less Instruments
  – Less maintenance
  – Smaller size

• Regulatory
  – OSHA's process safety management (PSM)
  – EPA Risk management program (RMP)
  – Toxic Catastrophe Prevention Act (TCPA) Program
  – Industrial Safety Ordinance

• Voluntary
  – OHSAS 18001